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Minigun rate of fire

Six barrels of duar (Gatling) Minigun machine gun redirect here. Look at Minigun (disambiguation) for other uses. The M134 redirects here. Look at the M134 (disambiguation) for other uses. Type of heavy machine gun, high rate, caliber 7.62 mm, M134 A Dillon Aero M134D minigun in 2017TypeRotary heavy machine gunPlace of originUnited StatesService historyIn service1963–
presentUsed by See Users belowWars Vietnam War Third Indochina War United States invasion of Grenada United States invasion of Panama–Afghan War Falklands War Gulf War Operation Restore Hope War in Afghanistan (20 01–present)[1] Iraq War Production HistoryDesignerGenerGeneral ElectricDesigned1960Manufacturer General Electric Dillon Aero Garwood Industrie
Profense Produced1962–presentVariantsSee Design and variants belowSpecificationsMass85 lb (39 kg), 41lb (19 kg) lightweight mod. Length 801.6 mm (31.56 in)Barrel Length558.8 mm (22.00 in)Cartridge7.62×51mm NATOCaliber7.62 mm (0.308 in)Barrels6Electrically driven breechRateable, 2,000–6,000 rpmMuzzle2,800 rpmMuzzle2,800 feet over s (850 meters per
s)Maximum firing range of 3,280 feet (1,000 meters; 1,090 yd)S13 related belt disintegrated feeding system or feed without links; Install dependent [500-5,000 round belt]SightsDependent on installation; Without fixed scenery the American M134 Minigun is NATO's 7.62×51mm six-barrel long-distance machine gun with a high rate of fire (2,000 to 6,000 bullets per minute). [2] It
features Gatling-style rotating barrel assembly with external power source, typically an electric motor. The mini in the name is larger than the caliber designs that use the design of the double barrel, such as the general electric early 20 mm M61 Vulcan, and the rifle to use rifle ammunition in front of autoconnol shells. The minigun refers to a specific model of weapon that General
Electric originally produced, but the term minigun has popularly come to refer to any foreign handgun of rifle caliber. The term is sometimes used loosely to refer to guns with similar fire rates and configurations, regardless of the source of power and calibre. Minigon is used by several branches of the U.S. military. The versions are designated by the U.S. Army M134, XM196, GAU-
2/A and GAU-17/A by the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy. Background and purpose: The gutling gun driven electric ancestors to modern minigans was a handheld lame mechanical device invented by Richard Jordan Gatling in the 1860s. Gatling later replaced the lame hand mechanism of a Gatling caliber rifle with an electric motor, a relatively new invention at the time. Even after
Gatling slowed down the mechanism, the new electric-powered Gatling rifle had a theoretical rate of fire of 30 bullets per minute, nearly three times the rate of a conventional modern, single-barrel machine gun. Gatling's electric-powered design received a patent of $185 #502 July 25, 1893. [3] Despite Gatling's advances, Gatling's gun fell into abuse after becoming cheaper,
Reseming and gas machine gun action was invented; Gatling himself went bankrupt for a period. [4] During World War I, several German companies were working on foreign-powered weapons for use in aircraft. Of those, today's most well-known is perhaps Fokker-Leimberger, an external 12-barrel dummy rifle using a 7.92×57mm Mauser round; It was claimed to be able to shoot
more than 7,000 rpm, but suffered from repeated ruptures of the case cartridge[5] according to its nutcracker, a split-breech dodn design, which is rather different from conventional hand gun designs. [6] None of these German weapons were produced during the war, although a prototype of rival Shimmens (possibly using a different action) tried on the Western front scored victory
in the air battle. [5] The British also tested this type of split-breech during the 1950s, but they were also unsuccessful. [7] Minigun: 1960s–Vietnam In the 1960s, the U.S. Armed Forces began exploring modern species of electric barrel Gatling-style weapons for use in the Vietnam War. U.S. forces in the Vietnam War, which used helicopters as one of the primary means of
transporting troops and equipment through dense forests, found that thin-skinned helicopters were extremely vulnerable to small arms fire and rocket-propelled grenade attacks (RPG) when they slowed down to land. Although helicopters had mounted single-barrel machine guns, using them to repel attackers hiding in dense forest foliage often resulted in overheating barrels or
cartridge jams. [8] [9] A U.S. Air Force wing crew shoots a mini-rifle during the Vietnam War. To develop a more reliable weapon with higher fire rates, General Electric designers scaled the 20mm M61 Vulcan modular-barrel for NATO's 7×62×51mm ammunition. The resulting weapon, designated M134 and known as minigun, can fire up to 6,000 bullets per minute without
overheating. The gun has a variable (as selectable meaning) fire rate, marked to fire at rates of up to 6,000 rounds per minute with most applications set at rates between 3,000–4,000 p.m. View of M134 from inside Huey, Nha Trang AB, 1967 The Minigun was mounted on Hughes OH-6 Cayuse and Bell OH-58 Kiowa side pods; in the turd and in the pilon sheath of Bell AH-1
Cobra attack helicopter; And on the door, Pilon and pods ride on Bell UH-1 Iroquois transport helicopters. A few larger aircraft were equipped with miniguns specifically for close air support: the Cessna A-37 Dragonfly with an internal rifle and with pods in hard-wing spots; And the Douglas A-1 Skyraider, also winged with pods in hard spots. Other famous Musketeer planes are the
Douglas AC-47 Spokie, Fairchild AC-119 and Lockheed AC-130. [9] Dillon Aero minigun The U.S. government had procured some 10,000 Miniguns during the Vietnam War.[10] Around 1990, Dillon Aero acquired a large number of Miniguns and spares from a foreign user. Guns kept failing to shoot. It shows that they were actually worn weapons the company decided to fix the
problems faced, rather than simply putting the gun into storage. Fix failed problems ended up improving Minigun's overall design. Dillon's efforts to improve Minigon reached the 106th SOAR, and the company was invited to Fort Campbell, Kentucky, to show its products. A delinker used to separate cartridges from ammunition belts and feed them into gun housing, and other parts
were tested on Campbell's ranges. The 160th SOAR was impressed by the delinker's performance and began ordering them until 1997. This prompted Dillon to improve other design aspects, including screws, housing and barrels. Dillon Aero produced 25–30 products per year between 1997 and 2001. In 2001, he was working on a new screw design that would enhance
performance and service life. By 2002, practically every component of Minigon had improved, so Dillon began producing full weapons with improved components. Guns were quickly tipped by the 160th as its standard weapon system was purchased. After that, the gun went through the process of approving the army's official procurement system, and in 2003 the Mini gun Dillon
Aero was certified and designated M134D. [10] When Dillon Aero's system was approved for public military service, Dillon Aero GAU-17s entered the Marine Corps service and was well welcomed in replacing general electric GAU-17s serving in the UH-1s Navy. [11] The M134D core was a housing of steel and rotors. To focus on weight loss, a titanium and rotor painkiller was
introduced, creating the M134D-T, which had dropped from 62 pounds (28 kg) to 41 pounds (19 kg). Gun housing had a lifetime of 500,000 lifetimes before it wore, which was far higher than the typical machine gun lifespan of 40,000 rounds but lower than other long-distance guns. The combination of the two weapons led to the M134D-H, which had steel housing and titanium
rotors. It was cheaper with the steel component and was only 1 pound (0.45 kg) heavier than the M134D-T, bringing its lifespan back to 1.5 million rounds. [10] The [12] M134D-H is currently in use on various Regiment 160 platforms. Dillon also created specialized mounts and ammunition carrying systems. At first, mounts were only made for aviation systems. Then, from 2003 to
2005, the Navy began riding Dillon minigons on small specialized boats. In 2005, the Crane Division of the Navy's Surface Warfare Center provided weapons for the Ride on the Emoy. In Iraq, U.S. Special Forces units on the ground were repeatedly clashed by opposition forces, so they drove the M134D minigons on their vehicles for extra firepower. After several engagements
the attackers seemed to stop vehicles with miniguns. Later, special forces units began hiding their weapons so that opposing soldiers would not know they were facing the weapon; Garwood Minigon Industries created the M134G version with several changes to the original General Electric system. The optimal amount of fire was determined by Garwood to be about 3,200 ppm
(circa. The M134J is being produced at this firing rate, as well as 40 rpm and the previous standard rate of 30 rpm. [13] Garwood Industries made several other modifications to the minigon design of the 1960s in order to meet modern military and ISO standards. [13] This includes modifications to the drive engine, feeder and barrel clutch assembly. [14] From 2015 to 2017,
Garwood Industries CEO Tracy Garwood teamed up with firearms dealer Michael Fox and weapons smuggler Tyler Carlson to supply mini-guns to Mexican drug cartels. Garwood submitted false paperwork to the ATF, claiming that a number of M-134G rotor painkillers were gone when they were actually sold to guns running rings. In 2017, federal agents attacked Fox's home and
recovered two rotor housing that Garwood had announced to demolish. A number of rotor painkillers were successfully shipped to Mexico, and a completed M-134J was recovered from a cartel using a reported rotor housing destroyed by Mexican law enforcement. Garwood did not know that the buyers in question were Mexican cartels, although he was aware that they were going
to be used for illegal activity. [16] The design and types of Mini guns of the Royal Navy are separate from the installation and ammunition of the basic six-barrel, air-cold, and electric-driven machine gun. The electric drive rotates the weapon inside its housing, with rotary firing pin assembly and rotary compartment. [17] The design of several minigon barrels helps prevent
overheating, but also serves other functions. Multiple barrels allow for greater capacity for high firing rates, since serial processes of firing, extraction, and loading in all barrels are taking place simultaneously. In this way, with the fire of one barrel, the other two barrels are in different stages of shell extraction, and the other three are being loaded. The minigon is composed of
several barrels of closed screw guns arranged in a circular housing. Barrels are rotated by an external power source, usually electric, pneumatic, or hydraulic. Other rotating-barrel pellets are fed from gas pressure or energy resenting the fired cartridges. A type of carbonated XM133 was also developed. [18] While the weapon can feed from related ammunition, it requires a
delinking feeder to strip the link as far into the feeding room. The mau-56/A main feeder unit was designated, but has since been replaced by an improved MAU-201/A unit. [19] A U.S. Navy Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewman (SWCC) firing a Minigun at the Stennis Space Center in Mississippi, August 2009 The General Electric minigun is used in several branchs of the
U.S. military, under a number of designations. The initial version of the fixed-ed warfare was given the designation of the M134 by the US army, while the same GAU-2/A (on a fixed mountain) and GAU-17/A (Flexible Mountain) were determined by the United States Air Force (USAF) and the United States Navy (USN). The USAF minigon type has three versions, while the U.S.
military's weapon appears to have incorporated numerous improvements unchanged in the designation. The M134D is an improved version of the M134 designed and manufactured by Dillon Aero, while Garwood Industries produces the M134G type. [21] Available sources show a relationship between both M134, GAU-2/A, M134 and GAU-2B/A. [22] [23] A separate species,
determined XM196, was developed with an added expulsion spraact specifically for the XM53 armed sub-system in cheyenne's Lockheed AH-56 helicopter. [24] Another type developed by the USAF specifically for flexible installations, starting primarily with Bell's UH-1N Twin Hoy Helicopter, as the GAU-17/A. produced by General Dynamics, this version has a cleft flash cache.
The primary end users were the GAU-17/A USN and the U.S. Marine Corps (USMC), which mount the rifle as a defensive weapon on a number of helicopters and surface ships. GAU-17/As from helicopters were rushed into service for ships on pintle mountings taken from Mk16 20 mm guns for anti-swarm protection in the Gulf ahead of the 2003 Iraq War - 59 systems were
installed in 30 days. [25] GAU-17/A is designated in the Mk 44 machine gun series[25] and is generally known as the Mk 44 when mounted on British warships. The weapon is part of both A/A49E-11 gun systems in the UH-1N; and of the A/A49E-13 armastem on the USAF Sikorsky HH-60H Pave Hawk helicopter. Weapons on these systems have a selectable fire rate of both 20
or 40 minutes per minute. There is a mention of the possible GAUSE-17 designation (GAU-Shipboard Equipment-17), in reference to the system when installed on surface ships, though it would not follow the official ASETDS designation system format. [26] [27] Rapid Sea Firing GAU-17/Mini gun GAU-17/U.S. Army Designation U.S. Air Force Designation U.S. Navy U.S. Navy
Description XM134/M134 GAU-2/A N/A 7.62×51mm NATO General Electric Mini gun 6 barrels N/A GAU-2A/A GAU-2/A Unknown difference m134 GAU-2B/Mk 25 Mod 0 GAU-2A/type; Optimized for flexible use, uses either MAU-201/A or MAU-56/A delinking feeder. XM214 Microgun N/A N/A Scaled-down variant of the XM134 firing the 5.56×45mm NATO round. XM196 N/A N/A
M134/GAU-2B/A variant; Housing modified by the addition of sprocket fired; For use in the XM53 weapons subset in the AH-56 helicopter rifle pod and other aircraft mounted SUU-11/A pods at the ac-47 cargo door the main articles: U.S. aircraft gun pods and U.S. helicopter weapons sub-systems were one of the first applications of this weapon in the aircraft weapon pod. These
pods of weapons were used by a wide range of fixed and long-winged aircraft mainly during the Vietnam War where it remained For a period afterwards. The standard pod, designated by the Air Force and M18 by the U.S. Suu-11/A army, was a relatively simple unit that was fully self-held and a 1,500-round magazine directly fed ammunition linked to the weapon. This means that
the installed Minigun does not require standard MAU-56/delinking feeder pods. [28] There are a number of changes to this pod. Initially mounted on fixed-wing musketeers such as the Douglas AC-47 Spooky and Fairchild AC-119, the firing side weapon was fitted with a combination of SUU-11/A aircraft pods, often removed with its aerodynamic front fairy, with a mock local
mountain. These pods essentially did not change, required no external powers and were associated with aircraft fire controls. The need for that pod for other missions led to the development and fielding of a minigun module purpose to use gunship, designating the MXU-470/A. These units first arrived in January 1967 with features such as improved 20 rounds of drums and electric
feeders that allowed simplified reloading in flight. The initial units were unreliable and were withreed back almost immediately. [29] By the end of the year, however, problems had worked and units were being re-installed to AC-47s, AC-119s, AC-130s, and even being proposed for lighter aircraft such as the Cessna O-2 Skymaster. [30] Fit of two MXU-470/as was also tested at
fairchild AU-23A peacemaker, though the Royal Thai Air Force later chose to use another configuration with the M197 20 mm Canon. [31] In September 2013, Dillon Aero released the DGP2300 pod for the M134-H. It contains 3,000 rounds, enough ammo to fire a minigun for a full minute. The system is completely self-contained. So it can be mounted on any aircraft that can
handle the weight, rotational Turk, and rescathing force (190 pounds F (850 N)) rifles. It has its own battery sheath, which can be wiring to maintain charging to the aircraft's electrical system. [32] MXU-470/MODULE-IN-AC-47 DOUGLAS AC-47 SPOOKY WITH SUU-11/U.S. ARMY SHEATH DESIGNATED U.S. AIR FORCE DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION XM18 SUU-11/RIFLE
SHEATH FITTED WITH GAU-2/A/M134 7.62 mm machine gun and fixed fire rate of 4,000 rpm[33] XM18E1/M18 SUU-11A/A SUU-11/A/XM18 species; Various improvements including additional auxiliary power and selectable fire rate capability (2,000 or 4,000 rpm)[34] M18E1/A1 SUU-11B/A SUU-11A/A/M18 species; [22] N/MXU-470/Emerson electric module for installing GAU-
2B/Mini gun; The first weapons use systems in forward firing roles for a variety of helicopters, some of the most prominent examples are the M21 sub-system of weapons for UH-1 and M27 for Also, for a number of members of the Bell Ah-1 Cobra family, the initial belligerenity formed riding the turd. The weapon was also used as a pintel-mounted door gun on a wide range of
transport helicopters, a role it continues to perform today. Designation of U.S. Navy Mk 77 Mod 0 Machine Gun Mount for GAU-2/Mk 25 Mod 0/GAU-17 Series of Machine Guns; mount deck applications Afghanistan Argentina Australia Austria[35] Brazil Canada Chile Colombia Croatia Republic Egypt France Finland[36] Georgia[37] Germany[38] India Indonesia Iraq Iran Israel
Italy Jordan Malaysia Mexico[39] Morocco Netherlands Norway Pakistan Paraguay Peru[40] Philippines Poland[41] South Korea Saudi Arabia Serbia Sierra Leone Spain Sweden Turkey United Kingdom states fiction and popular culture is a distinct invention of the story of the handheld M134 minigon (often by getting a chainsaw-style), a concept that is powered by 19th-decade
films The 80-90s Predator and Terminator became popular 2: Judgment Day, used by Jesse Ventura/Bill Duke and Arnold Schwarzenegger respectively, and decades later still in video games and movies like Captain America : Winter Soldier Appears , The Grand Theft Auto Series, Team Fortress 2, Angry 7 (fired by Dwayne Johnson), and the Call of Duty series (many real and
fictional versions are displayed). [42] [43] [9] The chainsaw-style grip scheme has also been shipped more than to a single barrel machine gun. In general, such images are not realistic because they ignore the need for weapons to foreign power and sometimes even neglect a source of ammunition. To use the film, the armor slows down the M134 minigon fire speed to maintain
ammunition, allowing spinning barrels to be visible to movie spectators, with a hidden power cable for firing scenes, and the use of empty ammunition for ease of resothing. However, prop is still very physically demanding, so actors use it physically imposed and often bodybuilding fields. In practice, a portable human M134 minigon would be almost impossible to manage as an
individual infantry weapon, and highly impractical for a human to either carry or operate. A scale-down version of the M134, the Microgon XM214, fired ammunition 5.56×45mm M193, the prototype developed as a human portable weapon system. However, the U.S. military lost interest and never reached mass production. [42] [44] Also a few barrels of firearms - firearms class with
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2This article requires additional citations for confirmation. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unse sourced materials may be challenged and removed. Sourcing: Caliber 30 mm – News · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (August 2011) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) 30×173mm round 30 mm caliber round 30 mm is
a certain size of autocannon ammunition. The ammunition includes nato standard 30×113mmB, 30×173mm (STANAG 4624), and 35x228mm NATO rounds, Soviets 30×165mm, 30x210mmB, and 37×250mm, Yugoslavia 30x192mm, and Czechoslovakia 30x210mmCz round which are widely used worldwide. The use of depleted uranium penetration of 30×173mm rounds used in
GAU-8 30 mm ammunition is not normally used against personnel, but rather as anti-materiel or armor noisy rounds. Far from this size can be effective against lightly armored vehicles as well as rich shelters. The 30mm is also a popular caliber for close ships in weapons systems, such as the Russian AK-630 and Dutch goalkeeper CIWS. The Armed Forces of the Russian
Federation use their 30 mm weapons in a variety of vehicles, including su-25 assault aircraft, may-24 helicopters, M-28 assault helicopters, K-50 assault helicopters and BMW-2, BPM-3 and BRT-90 infantry vehicles. The most modern anti-aircraft weapons systems used by Russia are 30 mm, and the U.S. military uses 30mm weapons in its A-10 Thunderbolt II and AH-64 Apache
helicopters. It was supposed to be used in the expeditionary combat vehicle until the project was cancelled. The 30mm ammunition variety of 30mm ammunition generally comes in three digits: noisy armor (AP), high explosives (HE), and training rounds. High explosive armors and cartridges usually have incendiary features as well. A sample of weapons using 30 mm ammunition
30×113mm away is being loaded into the AH-64D Apache Longbow Soviet 30×165 mm. Size comparison between 30x170mm RARDEN AFV round and 5.56x45mm NATO Historical weapons Weapon Country of origin Designer Cartridge Type Example platforms MK 108 Nazi Germany Rheinmetall-Borsig 30×90RB Machine cannon Messerschmitt Bf 109 G-6, Messerschmitt Bf
110 G-2,Focke-Wulf Fw 190 A-8/R2, Messerschmitt Me 262 Type 2 Japanese Empire Dai-Nippon Weapons Co., Ltd. 30×92mmRB Blowback autocannon Mitsubishi J2M (prototype) Ho-155 Japanese Empire Nagoya Arsenal 30×114mm Autocannon Nakajima Ki-84-I Hei,Kawasaki Ki-102c Hei Type 5 Japanese Empire Nihon Tokushuko 30×122mm Autocannon Yokosuka P1Y,
Kyushu J7W,Mitsubishi J2M (planned) NR-30 Soviet Union A.E. Nudelman and A.A. Rikhter 30×155mmB Autocannon MiG-19, MiG-21, Sukhoi Su-7,Sukhoi Su-17 MK 101 Nazi Germany Rheinmetall-Borsig 30×184mmB Machine cannon Henschel Hs 129,Heinkel He 177A-1/U2 (experimental) MK 103 Nazi Germany Rheinmetall-Borsig Electrically-driven machine cannon Focke-
Wulf Fw 190 ,Flakpanzer IV Kugelblitz Weapons Current Country Weapon Cartridge of Origin Designer Example Type 30×113mmB M230 United States Hughes Chain gun Boeing AH-64 Apache, Oshkosh M-ATV ADEN United Kingdom Royal Small Arms Factory Revolver cannon English Electric Lightning,Hawker Hunter, Saab Draken, SEPECAT Jaguar DEFA 550 series



France Direction des Études et Fabrications d'Armement Revolver cannon Dassault Mystere, Mirage series, Étendard series, SEPECAT Jaguar,Fiat G.91, AMX International AMX 30 M 781 France GIAT Chain gun Eurocopter Tiger XM188 United States General Electric Rotary cannon Bell AH-1 Cobra (prototype) 30×150mmB 30 M 791 France Nexter Revolver cannon Dassault
Rafale 30×165mm GSh-30-1 Russia Gryazev-Shipunov Short recoil autocannon Sukhoi Su-27, Sukhoi Su-57, MiG-29 GSh-30-2 Russia Gryazev-Shipunov Twin autocannon Sukhoi Su-25, Mil Mi-24P GSh-6-30 Russia Gryazev-Shipunov Rotary cannon MiG-27, Kortik CIWS AK-630 Russia TsKIB SOO Rotary cannon A-213-Vympel-A CIWS 2A42/2A72 Russia KBP Instrument
Design Bureau Autocannon BMP series , BMD series, BTR-80, Kurganets-25, T-15 Armata, Mil Mi-28, Kamov Ka-50 2A38 Russia KBP Instrument Design Bureau Twin anti-aircraft autocannon 2K22 Tunguska, Pantsir-S CRN 91 India Ordnance Factory Medak Light naval gun Trinkat-class patrol vessel, Kumbhir-class landing ship,Car Nicobar-class fast attack craft 30×170mm HS
831A France Hispano Suiza recoil-operated AMX-30 DCA HS 831L / KCB France / Switzerland Hispano Suiza / Oerlikon recoil-operated Falcon Anti-Aircraft System, DS30B rapid-fire ship-protection system L21A1 RARDEN United Kingdom Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment/Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield Long recoil autocannon FV721 Fox, FV107
Scimitar,FV510 Warrior 30×173mm (STANAG 4624) KCA Switzerland Oerlikon Revolver cannon Saab 37 Viggen GAU-8 Avenger United States General Electric Gatling gun Fairchild Republic A-10 Thunderbolt II, Signaal Goalkeeper CIWS Mk44 Bushmaster II United States Alliant Techsystems Chain gun KTO Rosomak , CV9030,M1296 Stryker Dragoon, Lockheed AC-130J,
Hateruma-class patrol vessel Mk30 Germany Rheinmetall Automatic cannon Boxer CRV, ASCOD, SPz Puma,30 mm/82 Compact Type 730/1130 China 713th Research Institute Gatling gun Type 052C destroyer,Type 001A aircraft carrier, LD-2000 EMAK 30 South Africa Denel Land Systems Linkless cam gun Badger Maadi Griffin United States Robert Stewart Prototype anti-
materiel rifle Maadi Griffin Wotan 30 Germany Rheinmetall Automatic can cannon Lynx 30×210mmB NN-30 Russia Tulamashzavod Twin revolver cannon AK-230 light naval gun/CIWS 30×210mmCz vz.53/59 Czechoslovakia Praga Hostivař Twin anti-aircraft autocannon M53/59 Praga 53/59 Praga 59 30×250mm Caseless RMK30 ناملآ  Mauser Recoilless revolver لسیو پوت   AWC
( یبرجت ),Eurocopter ربب  UH (228×35 یبرجت ) mm 35/1000 سیئوس  Oerlikon Contraves رولور گنفت   GDM-008 گنفت هرازه   CIWS , Oerlikon Skyshield/Skyranger 35DPG South Africa Denel Land Systems Dual-purpose gun (CIWS/anti-boat defense) Valour-class frigate Bushmaster III United States Alliant Techsystems Automatic CV9035 GDF-001 Switzerland Oerlikon Contraves Anti-
aircraft autocannon Flakpanzer Gepard, Type 87 SPAAG, PZA Loara Wotan 35 German Rheinmetall Auto Ball Lyx 37×219mmSR T250 U.S. Springfield Armory Anti-Aircraft Gun Gatling T249 Wyllant see also 20mm caliber 23mm caliber 23×115mm 23×152mmB 25×137mm 37mm Caliber 40mm Grenade Cartridge List (Weapon), Pistol and Rifle External Resources FAS Link: 30
mm ATK Ammo Products: M230 ATK Products: M230LF Recovered from
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